1 Figure S2 . Example of the null expectation of Pearson's r (r) and Spearman's ρ (ρ) from nonconstrained and constrained relationships. The null expectations were constructed by sampling 50 simulated alert distance values (sAD i ) from a uniform distribution bounded between 10 and 100 m. Next, for each sAD i , a simulated flight initiation distance (sFID i ) value was sampled from a uniform distribution. For the non-constrained relationships, we permitted that sFID range from -100 to 100, while for the constrained relationships sFID varied between 0 and sAD i . Given the vectors of sAD and sFID, a r and ρ coefficient was calculated. The process was repeated 10,000 times. Note how the mean expectation diverges from zero in the constrained relationships. 
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